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Introduction
The trillion-dollar opportunity
Since it was unveiled in 2013,
much of the discussion about
the potential of China’s Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) has
focused on its scale as a
whole. This is understandable
given the impressive numbers
associated with the initiative
-– two-thirds of the world’s
population; up to US$4 trn in
investment; more than 2,000
infrastructure projects that
promise to smooth access to
relatively untapped markets
in South and Central Asia and
beyond.1
Yet precisely because BRI is so
big, it can be more illuminating
to break it down and look at
its implications for specific
companies, economies and
industries. This is the approach
adopted in this paper, which
focuses on how BRI is shaping
the outbound investment
strategies of Chinese
companies into Association
of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) countries, and on three
particularly active sectors: oil
and gas; technology, media
and telecoms (TMT); and
e-commerce.
This focus was chosen for
two main reasons. First,

Chinese firms make up the
vast majority of BRI-related
investment, and their success
or failure will be instrumental
to the fate of BRI going
forward. Second, as close
neighbours ASEAN and China
have long enjoyed strong
commercial and cultural
links. A free trade agreement
between the two sides has
been in place (and steadily
expanded) since 2005, 2 and
the region is often the first
‘port of call’ for Chinese firms
expanding internationally,
serving as a test-bed for
ventures further afield. Its
central geographical position
also means ASEAN will play a
vital role in the new trade and
logistics corridors BRI seeks
to establish.
By providing practical
insights and advice for
Chinese firms using BRI
as a launchpad to explore
the ASEAN market, it is our
hope this paper contributes
to the advancement of this
transformative initiative. Its
key conclusions, based on
proprietary research and the
contributions of TMF Group
experts, include:

Sources:
¹https://www.csis.org/analysis/chinas-belt-and-road-initiative-five-years-later-0
²See ‘Overview,’ China FTA Network, Ministry of Commerce, http://fta.mofcom.gov.cn/topic/chinaasean.shtml

•

ASEAN is likely to
remain a major focus for
Chinese investors due
to its growth prospects
and the region’s central
position in the BRI
strategy

•

Investment will
increasingly be led by
high-potential sectors
where Chinese firms
have developed strong
expertise domestically,
such as energy and
e-commerce

•

Tax, accounting and
regulatory compliance
will present challenges
to Chinese investors due
to disparities among
and varying levels of
complexity in different
ASEAN markets

•

These challenges should
be addressed through a
long-term approach that
emphasises developing
mutually beneficial
relationships with local
partners, governments
and communities
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An emerging regional network
BRI has been portrayed primarily as a
vehicle for the increasingly aggressive
expansion of Chinese companies abroad.
Yet despite the vast sums associated with
the initiative, outbound direct investment
by Chinese companies by value declined in
2017 for the first time in nearly a decade, to
US$120 bn, primarily on the back of capital
controls and increased government scrutiny
of overseas deals.3 There is already evidence
this trend has run its course; direct overseas
investment in the first quarter of 2018
climbed 24% year on year.4

rising 3.5 percentage points last year to 12%.6
Within BRI, ASEAN countries have
emerged as a major focus for Chinese
firms. Singapore alone accounted in 2015
for around half of China’s total overseas
direct investment in the BRI zone.7 Beyond
Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam and Malaysia
have emerged as preferred markets of
Chinese investors. While their infrastructure
and legal systems are comparatively less
developed, they boast significant potential
due to their wealth of natural resources, and
the ‘demographic dividend’ associated with
relatively young populations.
Chinese investment inflows are expected to
continue given ASEAN’s position in BRI; the
region’s pressing need for infrastructure;
and the emergence of projects that will
further cement commercial links, such as a
proposed high-speed railway linking southern
China, Laos and Thailand.8

2

As a major priority for the government, even
in a more tightly controlled environment
BRI-related investments have benefited from
a smoother approval process, 5 as well as
easier access to financing. Not surprisingly
investment in BRI countries has remained
robust even amid last year’s overall decline,
with their share of total outbound investment

Beyond infrastructure and property there
are several key sectors where Chinese
investment in ASEAN is expected to
concentrate over the next few years, namely:
Oil and Energy: ASEAN has rich natural
resources but energy extraction equipment
and technology in some markets remains
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limited or relatively unsophisticated,
providing an opening for Chinese companies
with the relevant expertise.
TMT and E-commerce: These sectors
are among the fastest-growing in China
and require new markets to support their
continued rapid expansion. The ASEAN
region will naturally come into focus given
its proximity to China and rapid adoption
of online retail, with total e-commerce
spending expected to jump 32% to nearly
US$90 bn by 2025.9
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There are clear signs of increased Chinese
activity in these sectors in ASEAN. State
energy giant PetroChina, already a major
presence in Indonesia, is reportedly planning
an “aggressive” expansion of its upstream
and downstream assets in the country, with
an “unlimited” ability to invest in upcoming
bidding rounds for promising oil and gas
fields. 10
Officials in the Philippines have raised the
possibility of China Telecom becoming the
first company to challenge the country’s
longstanding communications duopoly.11
Recent deals in e-commerce, meanwhile,
include Alibaba’s fresh US$2 bn investmentin
Singapore-based online retailer Lazada.12

Sources:
³ https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-16/china-s-outboundinvestment-slumped-in-2017-as-deals-scrutinized
4
https://www.globalcapital.com/article/b17vhmzk6yrcgs/rmb-roundupnew-outbound-quotas-on-the-way-ndrc-mulls-negative-lists-citi-teams-upwith-chinese-banks-for-bri-business; http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/ae/
ag/201804/20180402732784.shtml
5
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/china-further-limits-overseasinvestment-in-push-to-cut-risk
6
https://gbtimes.com/chinese-investment-in-belt-and-road-countries-remainsstable-in-2017
7
China Yearbook 2016; Economist; China Investment Research; Industry reports;
CRISIL GR & Analysis
8
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-12/21/c_136843195.htm
9
https://sbr.com.sg/economy/asia/asean-e-commerce-forecasted-grow-32almost-us90b-2025
10
https://www.platts.com/latest-news/oil/singapore/petrochina-eyesaggressive-upstream-expansion-27904964
11
https://www.reuters.com/article/philippines-telecoms/china-telecomearmarked-as-the-philippines-third-telecoms-player-idUSL3N1OA09Q
12
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-alibaba-lazada-funding/alibaba-doubleslazada-investment-to-4-billion-in-aggressive-southeast-asian-expansionidUSKBN1GV09W

Investment in ASEAN markets meets many
of the core needs of Chinese firms: to enter
fast-growing new markets; diversify the
scope of their businesses; and establish
international bridgeheads. BRI has created
an opportunity for would-be investors to
move even more quickly and easily.
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Confronting the challenges
On the positive side, in addition to allowing
Chinese firms to meet their expansion goals,
BRI-driven forays into the ASEAN market
have the potential to make these companies
more internationally competitive, to boost
regional connectivity, and to create new
trade and infrastructure networks that will
benefit entire populations.
On the other hand, not all such investments
progress smoothly. In Myanmar, for example,
planned dam and oil and gas projects
have been delayed or shelved due to local
opposition.13 Expansion plans in markets like
Indonesia have also been beset by issues
around permits, labour and taxation.14

5

These hurdles are in part a result of the
disparity under the ASEAN umbrella,
which groups wealthy countries with wellestablished regulatory regimes (Singapore)
and frontier markets where legal and other
infrastructure is limited (Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar). In the latest edition of TMF
Group’s Financial Complexity Index, which
compares the complexities of tax and
accounting compliance in key jurisdictions
globally, Vietnam and the Philippines ranked
the 11th and 16th most complex markets
respectively out of 94, while Singapore was
among the world’s least complex at 85.

Some current issues Chinese investors
in ASEAN markets should be aware of
include:
Vietnam
Vietnam is the most complex country in
ASEAN in accounting and tax compliance
terms. It sets strict requirements for the
format of accounting vouchers, books/
charts of accounts, financial statements
and company governance, and even minor
transgressions can result in significant
financial penalties.
The Philippines
Many international companies establish
a presence in the Philippines without
being aware that their books of accounts
should be registered with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue (BIR) before they can
use them. Some entities also overlook the
requirement to submit audited financial
statements with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) after the
same has been filed with the national tax
office.
For entities registered with agencies
administering certain tax fiscal incentives,
such as the Board of Investments and
the Philippine Economic Zone Authority,
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audited financial statements must be
submitted to these agencies, along with
other requirements. A representative office
should maintain separate books of accounts,
and is also required to have audited financial
statements. A common result of these
oversights is that entities are caught by
surprise when they receive a penalty notice
or memo from government agencies.
Indonesia
In Indonesia all foreign companies are
required to have local directors – and the
fact that the local subsidiaries of foreign
firms are frequently targeted in tax audits
can complicate this requirement. Some tax
positions, such as withholding taxes, need
to be reported on a monthly basis, meaning
audits can be frequent and may require
directors to present themselves before
auditors multiple times to answer detailed
questions on financial statements or billing
practices.
At most companies the number of people
qualified to discuss these matters is
small. The fact that errors or breaches
can create financial and reputational risks
adds to the pressure to find directors or
service providers with a high level of local
accounting and legal expertise.
Sources:
13
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/work-on-myanmar-dam-goes-on-under-heavy-guard; https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-china-oilidUSKBN16S0XF
14
https://www.ft.com/content/bb1a9658-4517-11e7-8519-9f94ee97d996
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Building long-term alliances
These examples show the need for Chinese firms to develop awareness of unique local
standards and practices in areas like taxation, accounting and employment in different
ASEAN markets. This is especially true as the quest for new opportunities encourages
companies to explore relatively untested markets, and in sectors such as energy and
telecommunications that tend to be heavily regulated and politically sensitive.
The region’s diversity means it is virtually impossible to develop a ‘one size fits all’
approach to investing in ASEAN. However, following a few basic, best practice guidelines
can better position Chinese investors for success throughout the region -- and indeed
farther afield. These include:

Find and work with the specialists
Particularly in the early stages of an investment, it’s important for foreign investors
to team up with a local partner who can walk them through tricky establishment and
licensing procedures, and assist with ongoing tax, legal and other regulatory obligations.
In addition to local language and cultural knowledge, partners on the ground frequently
have connections and insights into regulatory quirks, or gaps between the letter and
implementation of domestic rules, that may not be documented or apparent to the foreign
investor.

7

While local expertise is important, as many investors have operations (or ambitions) in
multiple countries or are seeking to develop an international strategy, they should also
consider whether a partner has the reach to provide support and simplify operations
throughout ASEAN and even beyond. Other capabilities to look out for include being
able to provide a single point of contact for ASEAN (or globally) to enhance control and
transparency; the accessibility of account managers; the speed and efficiency of problem
escalation procedures; and the ability to smoothly coordinate deliverables across multiple
contracts.
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Aim to forge long-term bonds
It is crucial for Chinese companies to cultivate positive relationships with local governments
and regulators in the ASEAN markets where they invest. Building truly productive
relationships requires more than meetings; investors need to take steps to ensure their
projects contribute to the core goals of governments anywhere – creating employment and
improving local infrastructure and living standards.
Efforts to engage local communities and the media are also needed. These steps can require
additional investment or impact profitability in the short-term but help ensure investments
thrive over a longer time horizon. Good relations also make it more likely that investors will
be supported by the authorities as they seek to understand and implement local regulations.

Practice compliance and keep an eye out for changes
Operating in accordance with local laws -- no matter how onerous -- is essential to a
sustainable investment strategy. While the opportunity certainly exists in some ASEAN
markets, foreign investors should avoid using shortcuts (such as bribes) to achieve
compliance, as these can result in financial, reputational and relationship damage over the
long term.
Investors should also be mindful of the fact that regulations can evolve quickly, particularly
in frontier and emerging markets. Myanmar, for example, has introduced new investment
and companies laws in the space of just over a year.15 It is the responsibility of foreign
investors to monitor these developments closely and ensure they remain aligned to changes
in regulation. Again, having a knowledgeable local partner can assist immensely in this
process.

8
Sources:
15
https://www.dica.gov.mm/en/news/new-era-company-law-myanmar
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A bright outlook
While economic headwinds or policy
adjustments may temporarily slow the pace
of Chinese investment into ASEAN, they are
unlikely to derail long-term growth, which
is based on more fundamental trends. The
Chinese government has made it clear BRI
is a strategic priority that will enjoy its full
financial and policy backing. International
recognition of the initiative is also rising,
with one recent survey showing over 90%
of central banks of countries participating
in the initiative expected it to boost growth,
and nearly half see it as a ‘once in a
generation’ opportunity.16
Within BRI, ASEAN will remain a destination
of choice for Chinese investors due to its
robust growth prospects and the prospect of
even closer regional harmonisation through
vehicles like the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP), a planned free
trade zone spanning China, ASEAN and other
Asia Pacific economies. The result of these
growing bonds, and the relationships forged
between Chinese firms, local regulators
and communities, will be a more integrated
region that will generate new business
opportunities for investors from China and
elsewhere for generations to come.
9
Sources:
16
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/countries-joining-belt-and-roadinitiative-can-expect-growth-survey/articleshow/63828092.cms
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